The UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation is a series that will address issues surrounding electric vehicle adoption and deployment in Illinois. Relevant stakeholders are invited to participate.

https://go.uic.edu/UICEVWORKSHOP
Transportation Electrification Infrastructure

Customer & Utility Perspectives

June 15, 2020

PILOTS, PROGRAMS, PARTNERSHIPS

EV CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE

FEBRUARY 2020 - CONSUMERS & SOCIAL EQUITY
Transportation Electrification Infrastructure

**Customer & Utility Perspectives**

*June 15, 2020*

**Webinar Series**

- May 18th - National & Industry Perspectives
- *June 15th – Customer & Utility Perspectives*
- Upcoming Breakout Group Virtual Sessions

**Agenda**

- **Opening Remarks**
- **Customer Perspectives** Panel
- Moderated Q&A
- **Utility Perspectives** Panel
- Moderated Q&A

**UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation**

*Website:  [https://go.uic.edu/UICEVWORKSHOP](https://go.uic.edu/UICEVWORKSHOP)*

CONFIDENTIAL – For use by the UIC EV Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation. All other use is prohibited without written consent from the UIC Energy Initiative.
Transportation Electrification Infrastructure

Customer & Utility Perspectives

June 15, 2020

Moderated Q&A

• Post questions through chat during session
• Use Google Form to post questions

Virtual Breakout Sessions

• Breakout Groups Google Form & Eventbrite
• Week of June 22nd - EV Infrastructure Virtual Sessions
  • Use case each day + General session

UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

Website: https://go.uic.edu/UICEVWORKSHOP
UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

Transportation Electrification Infrastructure Technology, Installation & Ownership - June 15, 2020, 1:00 PM
https://go.uic.edu/UICEVJUNE15

Opening Remarks by

Terry Travis
Co-Founder of EVNoire - Mobility Intelligence Consulting Group & Founder of EVHybridNoire

Coding Equity into the DNA of EV projects
UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation
Customer Perspectives – June 15th
Transportation Electrification Infrastructure – Technology, Installation & Ownership
https://go.uic.edu/UICEVJUNE15
UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

*Utility Perspectives – June 15th*

Transportation Electrification Infrastructure – Technology, Installation & Ownership

https://go.uic.edu/UICEVJUNE15
UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation

Transportation Electrification Infrastructure
Customer & Utility Perspectives on Technology, Installation & Ownership

THANK YOU
Elizabeth A. Kócs, PhD
ekocs@uic.edu
708-267-4097
Upcoming Breakout Sessions on Infrastructure

The UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation is a series that will address issues surrounding electric vehicle adoption and deployment in Illinois. Relevant stakeholders are invited to participate.

Register for Breakout Sessions:

Week of June 22nd, 2020

Website: https://go.uic.edu/UICEVWORKSHOP

For more information about the UIC EV Workshops, please contact the organizer, Dr. Elizabeth A. Kócs at ekocs@uic.edu or 708.267.4097.

THANK YOU

The UIC Workshops on Beneficial Electrification of Transportation is a series that will address issues surrounding electric vehicle adoption and deployment in Illinois. Relevant stakeholders are invited to participate.